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Put A tick in from of the correct answer.        Grade : …………/40 

1- A group of associated television or radio channels. 

a- Sitcoms  □ 

b- Audience □ 

c- Network □  

2- Choose the right equivalent of the word angry 

a- Boiling □ 

b- Furious □ 

c- Terrible □ 

3- On..............., lovers exchange flowers and other gifts. 

a- Mother’s day □ 

b- Valentine’s day □ 

c- Ramadan □ 

4- Life is a ....from God, so we have to preserve it.  

a- Gifted □ 

b- Give □ 

c- Gift □ 

5- A generous reception and entertainment of guests. 

a- Hospitality □ 

b- Fantasia □ 

c- Saint □ 

6- The word equality is ............. 

a- a verb □ 

b- an adjective □ 

c- a noun □ 

7- I am late, I have to rush off because the air plane will.......at 2pm.  

a- Break down □ 

b- Take off □ 

c- Turn down □ 

8- I like high waves. I often go........ 

a- Camping □  

b- Surfing □ 

c- Climbing □ 

9- Find out the appropriate corresponding word. 

a- The state of being a man:..................... 

1- Brotherhood □ 

2- Manhood □ 

3- Motherhood □ 

b- Full of peace: .............. 

1- Powerful □ 

2- Fearless □ 

3- Peaceful □ 

 



 

 

10- When you have a toothache, you ought to see........... 

a- A cardiologist □ 

b- A dentist □  

c- A psychoanalyst □ 

11- Tick the right word to fill in the blank. 

a- ..............is better than cure.  

1- Prevention □ 

2- Prevent □ 

3- Preventive □ 

12- In big cities, cars and buses pollute the air as they..........smoke. 

a- Give off □ 

b- Break down □ 

c- Put down □  

13- From then and on, I was hooked 

a- Completely interesting □ 

b- Showing very little interest □  

c- Showing no interest at all □ 

14- Fill in the gaps with the appropriate preposition. 

a- We live (on /at/in)…………. London 

b- Would you like to go (in/for/to)……….the cinema tonight ? 

c- Someone is knocking (in/at/on)………… the door 

15- Put the verbs into the correct form.  

a- When I phoned my friends , they (play)…………………….. monopoly. 

b- The kids (play)………………………. In the garden when it sudenly began to rain . 

c- I tried to tell them the truth but they (listen/not)…………………………. 

16-  Rewrite the sentences into the passive form.  

a- English……………………………..(speak) all over the world. (Present tense) 

b-  This quarrel…………................... (forget) in a few years' time. (Future tense) 

c- My pencil case……………………………………….(steal). (Present perfect) 

17- Fill in the gaps using the apropriate relative pronoun.                          Who/whose/ where 

a- I  talked to the girl ……………….  Car had broken down in front of the shop. 

b- The boy,……………..is wearing a red hoodie, forgot his umbrella . 

c- The airport is….........you can find a lot of airplanes. 

18- Complete the Conditional Sentences (Type I) by putting the verbs into the correct form. 

a- If she ……………….. (invite) me, I ………………. (go) to her party.  

b- If it …………………. (rain), we ……………………… (cancel) the match. 

19- Complete the conditional sentences (type II), by putting the verbs between brackets in the correct 

form.  

a- If I……………..(have)enough money, I…………….(buy) her a car.  

b- I…………………..(fly) in the sky If I…………….(be) a bird.  

c- If I………………..(be/not) a doctor, I……………(be) a teacher. 

 

 



 

 

 

20- Choose the appropriate answer among the options below 

• I am sorry to have to say this but your service is bad! 

           A-advice □ 

           B-suggestion □ 

           C-complaint □ 

• How about going to the cinema tonight? 

           A- Asking for permission □  

           B- Making a suggestion □ 

           C-Making a request □ 

• My parents may visit me tomorrow. 

           A-suggestion □ 

   B-possibility □ 

         C-request □ 

• Incredible !I can’t believe my eyes ! 

   A-complaint □ 

   B-suggestion □ 

   C-expressing surprise □ 

21- Fill in the blank with the appropriate answer  

• Don’t be so……. I am sure the exam will be easy. 

   A-shocked □ 

   B-cautious □ 

   C-anxious □ 

 



 

 

 

• I………you get better soon. 

A- Feel □ 

B- Enjoy □ 

C- Hope □ 

 

22- Respond to the following situations using one of the expressions below 

 

• It was my fault to damage the video disk I borrowed from you. 

     

A- Never mind, the children are not to blame. □ 

B- It doesn’t matter. I have a double copy of it. □ 

C- Take your time. Let’s fix another time. □ 

 

• Your friend is very sick. Advise him/her using one of the following expressions. 

              A-You should go to the doctor □ 

              B- You can go to the doctor □ 

              C-You must go to the doctor □  

• Read the following dialogue, and answer this question : what is Fatima's attitude towards Hanane's 

birthday? 

      

      Ahmed : Fatima,  tomorrow is Hanane's birthday. 

      Fatima : so what? 

      Ahmed : look, she sent you an invitation. 

      Fatima: I don't care ; I'm not going. 

 

A- Interested □ 

B- Indifferent □ 

C- Neutral   □ 


